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We will broaden college opportunity, and we will begin by cutting interest rates for student loans in half.

—Incoming House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D–CA)

The House of Representatives will likely vote this week on a proposal to halve the 6.8 percent interest rate on subsidized student loans as part of the new congressional majority's 100-Hour agenda. Parents and students can surely appreciate Congress's concern about the rapidly increasing cost of a college education and the importance of access to higher education, but this proposal is unaffordable and ineffective. The measure could cost $18 billion over five years, at a time when federal student financial aid spending has already surged 400 percent since 2001 and loan consolidation costs are set to soar. Federal grant and loan limits have recently increased, and interest rates are at historically low levels. Worse, increases in federal student aid often lead to tuition hikes, leaving college equally unaffordable. Most importantly, reducing interest rates does not increase college access for prospective students, but merely subsidizes loan repayments after college. Enhancing college affordability and access will require different solutions—ones that recognize that boosting federal subsidies is counterproductive.

In addition, the current budget context is daunting. Federal spending has surged by 42 percent since 2001 to over $23,000 per household, and spending is projected to drive the budget deficit to approximately $800 billion within a decade.¹ The coming retirement of 77 million baby boomers threatens to push Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid spending to levels that, without reform, could force lawmakers to either double income tax rates or eliminate every remaining federal program. Defense, homeland security, K-12 education, and health research also must compete for funding.

The loan proposal will intensify that competition. Halving the interest rates on student loans is estimated to cost $18 billion over five years. Representative Pelosi's pledge to re-implement pay-as-you-go budgeting rules (PAYGO) means that taxpayers will expect the cost of the rate change to be offset elsewhere in the budget so as to not increase the budget deficit.

Six Problems with Halving Student Loan Interest Rates

1. Federal spending on student financial aid is already skyrocketing. The myth of education budget cuts is perhaps the most persistent budget myth today. Since 2001, federal education spending has grown a staggering 167 percent from $35 billion to $95 billion. Most of this
new spending goes to financial aid for college students, which has skyrocketed 400 percent, from $9.6 billion to $48.0 billion (plus $10 billion per year in related tax breaks). A temporary surge in student loan consolidations is responsible for a large part of this new spending. However, student aid spending is expected to level off at nearly $25 billion—nearly triple the 2001 spending level. The education budget’s growth rate since 2001 is not only the fastest in the federal budget, but is also nearly unprecedented for any Cabinet department in American history.

In line with spending, the total amount available for grants and loans has more than doubled since 2001, from $66 billion to $136 billion—or, excluding consolidation loans, from $52 billion to $78 billion. During this period, the number of students receiving aid increased from 7.6 million to 10.1 million, and the number of annual loans and grants provided to those students leaped from 15.4 million to 24.7 million.

2. Students already have many options for federal grants and low-interest loans. Today’s college students are offered more grants and loans with lower interest rates than in the past. True, the maximum Pell Grant of $4,050 is just $300 over the 2001 cap. However, the 2005 Deficit Reduction Act created SMART Grants of up to $4,000 annually for students majoring in math, science, engineering, or a foreign language critical to U.S. security. This effectively doubles the Pell Grant for many students.

Today’s students can also borrow more. The Deficit Reduction Act increased subsidized student loan borrowing caps for freshmen and sophomores from $2,625 and $3,500, respectively, to $3,500 and $4,500. Graduate student loan limits were increased from $10,000 to $12,000 annually.

Further, student loan interest rates, the target of the House Democrats’ 100-hour agenda, are low by historical standards. This school year, as required by 2002 legislation, the variable interest rate was replaced with a fixed 6.8 percent rate. While this is above last year’s 5.3 percent rate under the variable rate formula, such low student loan rates were a temporary anomaly due to the economy’s low interest rates. In fact, were the variable rate formula still in effect, student loan interest rates would have jumped to 7.14 percent this year. By locking in the 6.8 percent rate, lawmakers actually lowered student loan interest rates in all but six of the past 42 years.

Altogether, today’s students are eligible for as much as $8,050 in grants and increasing levels of student loans. Most loans accrue no interest.
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until graduation and even then are locked in at a low interest rate. Students can even deduct student loan interest costs on their tax returns.

3. **Student aid subsidies are already set to increase much further.** A large portion of the recent surge in student aid comes from the 2.2 million college graduates annually consolidating their existing student loans—up from 676,000 in 2001. Consolidation loans allow students who borrowed at variable interest rates as low as 3.5 percent to lock in those low rates permanently by converting to long-term fixed loans. This could become enormously expensive for the federal government. Washington promises a certain rate of return to banks that make guaranteed student loans, and if market interest rates rise up above these very low fixed rates, the federal government pays banks the difference to protect their profits. Kevin Hassett of the American Enterprise Institute has calculated that if interest rates spike, the cost to taxpayers could be tens of billions of dollars. Furthermore, locking in current and future students at reduced 3.4 percent interest rates could add another generation of expensive consolidation loan candidates. Addressing these costs, which could potentially rival those of the savings and loan scandals, should be a top education policy priority.

4. **Tuition costs rise with financial aid.** Students and parents are well aware that tuition is soaring. The average college tuition, adjusted for inflation, has leaped 86 percent for public colleges and 52 percent for private colleges since the 1991–92 school year. However, endless student aid increases may not only fail to deal with rising tuition; evidence suggests they actually contribute to tuition increases. Richard Vedder, among other economists, has shown that college tuition increases follow student aid increases. Colleges, like businesses, charge as much as their customers are able to pay. So when student aid increases, colleges raise tuition accordingly to capture the additional aid. This suggests that increases in federal student aid effectively subsidize colleges, not students.

Unfortunately, students, taxpayers, and policymakers are often unable to determine the real reason for increasing tuitions. “Institutions of higher education, even to most people in the academy, are financially opaque,” according to the National Commission on the Cost of Higher Education. “Academic institutions have made little effort, either on campus or off, to make themselves more transparent, to explain their finances.”

5. **Lower interest rates will not increase access to college.** The House Democrats propose to cut student loan interest rates as a means of “making college more accessible.” This does not make sense. College accessibility depends on whether current and prospective students can fund their tuition and other expenses, not the interest rate at which they will repay the loans after leaving college. Telling students who currently cannot afford college that they will receive lower post-graduation student loan interest rates is putting the cart before the horse. It is true that society has an interest in making sure qualifying prospective students can access sufficient student aid to enroll in college. This is accomplished by ensuring that borrowing caps are in line with the amount necessary to afford

---


tuition, room, and board. The 2005 Deficit Reduction Act already addressed this issue by raising the borrowing caps by about 30 percent. Such policies help students afford college without shifting large costs to taxpayers (as with grants) or merely subsidizing college graduates (as with reducing interest rates). However, Congress should take care to ensure that these policies do not continue to induce tuition increases.

6. Most college graduates can afford to repay their student loans. The effect of reducing student loan interest rates will be to subsidize college graduates while leaving current college students no closer to affording their tuition. Today, college graduates enter the workforce with an average student loan debt of $17,500. This is not a crisis worthy of federal handouts. That debt level, consolidated into a 30-year loan at a 6.8 percent interest rate, represents a monthly payment of only $114, $12 of which is recouped through the student loan interest tax deduction. Halving the interest rate would shave just $36 off the monthly payment but also reduce the tax deduction to $5 per month. A college degree raises an individual’s lifetime earnings by over $1 million, on average, and so $114 per month is clearly an affordable payment on a very profitable educational investment. Furthermore, it is unclear why Congress would burden the population as a whole (76 percent of whom do not have college degrees) with the costs of subsidizing the minority of adults who have college degrees and so can expect higher lifetime earnings.

A Better Proposal

Rather than providing billions in new federal subsidies, Congress should instead focus on the fundamental problem of college affordability: out-of-control higher education costs. Congress should determine whether ever-increasing federal subsidies for higher education contribute to increasing college costs.

Conclusion

America’s economic future depends on having an educated and productive workforce. The federal government has already invested unprecedented sums on financial aid for college students and created a system that provides large amounts of aid at low interest rates. Halving student loan interest rates will subsidize college graduates repaying their aid, without significantly improving current and future students’ access to higher education. Importantly, halving student loan interest rates will not address the ever-increasing cost of higher education. Congress should instead examine whether federal subsidies are a part of this problem.
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11. Tax deduction savings are based on a taxpayer filing in the 15 percent marginal income tax bracket for the first 15 years and in the 25 percent tax bracket for the final 15 years. Total tax savings are then averaged over the 360-month length of the loan.